in place to move the company forward with improved research
,,--;: evelopment, the introduction of new products, the expansion of its
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and the addition of new industry talent that will sup;u~ lis plans for continued growth in the tanning and fitness industries.
Ocr zaission is to continue to be the industry leader by producing and
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To round on the executive managemen ream, Leslie Browne joi
Capsule as Executive \ ice President of _ larkerinz. Leslie b - gs On5
2S years of management and marketing experience and will continue
define the Sun Capsule brand.
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To learn more about Sun Capsule, please visit www.suncapsule.com.
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Thomas P. Holland
President I CEO

Wayne Chevie
Executive Vice President
National Sales

Leslie A. Browne
Executive Vice President
Marketing & Communications

Cosmedico
Cosmedico Introduces Two New Lamps
Cosmedico, the oldest, premium and leading tanning brand worldwide,
recently added two new varieties to it's extensive line of high-performance
tanning lamps.

while offering more power for shorter tanning sessions! The 9K90 FLEX also
features more UVB added to the 9K90 phospher blend, while maintaining
industry standard for UVA output.

The CosmoLux VHR- XT is a 160W high-quality workhorse inspired by the
latest advances in European ultraviolet technology. It's produced with the
highest quality raw materials and newest advances in UV lamp technology
for a long life and consistent output. The result is a more robust standard
spectrum lamp with a typical exposure time of9 to 12 minutes.

Salon owners in the 21st century demand equipment and technologies that
work as hard as they do. Moreover, they demand dependability. The complete
Cosmedico product line - from lamps to starters - has defined dependability for an entire industry for over 3S years. Cosmedico's commitment to
excellence reaches far into the future and will continue to lead the industry in
innovation, quality and product reliability.

With the new CosmoLux 9K90 FLEX, "flex"refers to its exceptional power
and output, as well as its versatility, with 160-200 watt capability. It delivers 9K90 phosphor technology to more tanning equipment than ever before
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For more information, calI 1-800-294-2336 or visit www.cosmedico.com.
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